Contemporary television's latest version of the makeover translates the American Dream and other notions of self-improvement into profitable vehicles for the new media economy. Not only are makeover shows relatively inexpensive to produce, not only do they generate respectable ratings and offer TiVo-proof platforms for advertising goods and services, but they also promote an all-encompassing and infallible consumerist ethos. By commodifying both the process of making over and its mediation, this programming reinforces basic tenets of consumer capitalism and extends the market into previously unmined areas of experience. Reality makeovers simultaneously demonstrate the power of commodities and the power of the medium that promotes these commodities. In fact, the Reality phenomenon in general has shown television to be a cultural device with the potential to commodify every imaginable zone of experience and sell it at a profit.
On Reality makeovers, participants are sold to viewers, and viewers traded to advertisers in the usual fashion: that is, ratings establish what advertisers will be charged to access a certain number or type of viewer (usually CPM, or cost per thousand). But the shows also promote the capitalist credo that one can buy happiness, that through consumption you or your life experience can be fixed or improved. What is being depicted in the makeover show is not change for its own sake-though change alone could stimulate demand-but change for the better. So there is a deep psychological and even a residual moral component to this transaction. Consumers are urged to improve self and environment or be perceived as both materially and ethically lacking. Furthermore, in the new crop of makeover shows the very distinction between self and physical environment, between body and edifice, is becoming blurred. The extent to which this relaxation of boundaries makes the concept of being closer to that of having is something this chapter will explore.
The transformations wrought by Reality producers take place on camera and thus involve translating the unmediated into the mediated. As with other Reality shows, the inclusion of the real-because-unmediated, the virgin scopic territory, is what defines the genre and attracts viewers, but only because the territory is inevitably stripped of this virgin status once the cameras roll. Socalled Reality programming asserts that there is a real to begin with, but then asks us to enjoy its being contained and transformed-an example perhaps of the desperate search for reality and its inevitable eradication that Baudrillard and others have pegged as characteristic of our era.
1 Even if a universal hyperreality is still beyond the horizon, we do see a central tension being played out on Reality TV between the novelty of the unmediated and the voyeuristic enjoyment of its annihilation, a self-conscious process that undercuts the genre's pretensions to realism. But while all Reality formats claim to capture the previously unmediated, makeover shows in particular foreground the way in which the unmediated becomes not just mediated but mediatized, or something that more closely conforms to a media image. Hence the makeover show, because it centers on mediatizing or making media-worthy, becomes the quintessential Reality TV format.
There are two main points to focus on here. First, that makeover shows amplify the commercial imperative to purchase in order to improve, and second, that, even more markedly than in other Reality programming, the process of mediation becomes the makeover format's selling point. Of course, the theme of improving self and situation is not new, neither in American history nor even in television programming where it has featured for some time in talk shows and the likes of Oprah's Change Your Life TV. But what is increasingly evident in the new round of prime-time programming is the link to consumerism; what is hard to miss is the turning of self-identity into a commodity and a lucrative, media event. In addition, Reality makeovers
